The brilliance of Tiffany jewels lies in the company’s tradition of acquiring only the world’s finest gemstones and highlighting their beauty in designs of simplicity and clarity. This illustrious heritage is superbly demonstrated in Victoria, a jewelry creation of grace and femininity.

The distinct floral pattern, set in eighteen-karat gold or platinum, is comprised of four marquise diamonds or vibrant colored gemstones linked point-to-point. There are several variations on this theme, including pendants, brooches, bangle or wire cuff bracelet, earrings, and rings dazzling with diamonds, pearls, or colored gemstones including rubies, sapphires, tanzanites, tsavorites and opals.

Glamour reaches its full potential in the Three Row Pearl Victoria choker, a continuous pattern of lustrous cultured pearls and diamonds in eighteen-karat gold. Fluidity of form gives this striking design a contemporary flair that wears easily with a gown or tailored evening suit.

The collection offers great flexibility in coordinating jewelry looks. From feminine and refined to colorful and dramatic, Victoria brilliantly accents fashion with renowned Tiffany craftsmanship. TIFFANY & CO. and TIFFANY are trademarks of Tiffany and Company.